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Quickie 1.0 released - Fast and Simple iPhone To-Do App for Ad-Hoc Lists
Published on 12/29/09
code.aplus today is proud to announce Quickie 1.0, a brand new to-do application for
iPhone and iPod touch devices. Quickie is a breath of fresh air in the crowded field of
Productivity applications. Featuring a beautiful interface and audio cues, Quickie offers
simplicity and ease-of-use and is perfect to quickly type-in any kind of list, for just
about anything that needs to be written down quickly, in 30 seconds or less.
Belgrade, Serbia - code.aplus today is proud to announce Quickie 1.0, a brand new to-do
application available on the iPhone App Store. With its simplicity and ease of use, it's a
breath of fresh air in the crowded field of Productivity applications and GTD monster
do-all applications. Featuring beautiful interface and audio cues, Quickie is perfect to
quickly type-in any kind of list, for just about anything that needs to be written down
quickly, in 30 seconds or less:
* Like shopping list
* Or a travel packing checklist
* Or take-away / coffee list for the entire office
Simple and fast. There is no faster list creation than what Quickie does - type list name
followed by items, one by one on separate lines and click Save - ta-da, your list is ready
to use.
Easy to use. Want to add more items? Simple, just add them one by one using in-place
editing, never leaving the screen where list is displayed. There are no predefined items,
no need for endless clicking around, dozens of screens to switch back and forth.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod touch 3.1.2 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Quickie 1.0 is $1.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Productivity category. Visit the Quickie web site to watch the video demo, read more
information and look at more the screen shots.
code.aplus:
http://codeaplus.com/
Quickie 1.0:
http://codeaplus.com/quickie/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/quickie-simple-fast-ad-hoc-to-do/id347415541?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://codeaplus.com/quickie/screenshots/lists-view.png
App Icon:
http://codeaplus.com/images/quickie-icon-320.png
Video Demo:
http://codeaplus.com/quickie/video/Quickie1.0.mov
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code.aplus is development house focused on making beautiful, useful applications for the
iPhone OS platform, founded in 2008, in Belgrade, Serbia. It's headed by Aleksandar Vacic,
long-time web veteran, most recently working as UI Specialist. Run Mate is their first
application for the iPhone OS platform. Copyright 2009 code*aplus. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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